The Day of Quds is the day of the oppressed. People of conscience worldwide, gather to express solidarity with the oppressed and exploited of the world in general and Palestine in particular. You are invited to come and voice your opposition to the unjust, illegal, and inhumane occupation of the Holy Land by the usurping Zionist entity.

Quds Day is held annually on the last Friday of the holy month of Ramadan.
RALLY FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2005
2:00 – 5:00 pm
Hermann Square, City Hall
901 Smith, Downtown Houston, Texas 77002

Directions from Westheimer & Hillcroft/Voss:
Go north on Voss
Turn right on Memorial Dr.
Continue on Memorial dr. & past the 610 Loop
Approaching I-45, continue on Memorial/W Capitol
(After crossing Bagby St./Capitol becomes Rusk)
Tranquility Park is on right at Rusk immediately after Bagby. Paid parking is available in
the Tranquility Park underground garage.
Hermann Square/City Hall are south of Tranquility Park